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Round Georgian Bay. 1977

JulJ_14th After driving since 0500 when we left our motel. Alan and I arrived at
Pengalle Bay about 0830, to find an enthusiastic welcome and a bacon-and-egg

breakfast all ready. The lake level is 2ft. above usual this year, and the dock
at the head of the tree-lined bay was partly submerged. Fortunately. Tom waited
till the end of the day to mention the water-snake he had seen swimming away while
we ate breakfast.

Everyone else - that is to say, W 460 with Don and Connie Davis, and W 1129
with Tom Dawson and Pete RansoA a had been there the previous night, so we loaded

Kingfisher (W 866) with all the gear. The others were rather alarmed at the amount
of stuff we had; but who had bread (homemade at that) for the whole party five days
later, when we still hadn't met a store? Who had Zipper-ease when the Commodore's
tent zipper acted up? Who had basic tools, including a drill, when occasion
arose? But that's another story.

By 1100 Don and Pete had stocked up the cellars, and we were off, under reefed
main only, with the jib furled around the forestay; we left Kilbear Marina in a
good stiff breeze - Force 5, St - and bright sunshine. An hour later we were
going through Canoe Channel and the log reads ttWowt Narrow channel. 4-5 boat lengths
wide. 10-sec. tacks in teeth of wind." A caution note on the chart drily
remarks that "Canoe Channel is considered unsuitable for vessels over 4Oft. in length."
The land up this part of Georgian Bay is rocky, with trees coming right down
to the water's edge. Parts of the coast are sheer rock walls. The sunshine and
blue sky made this a very pleasant experience until 1350, when, with a sharp report,
our gooseneck broke and the reefed main came tumbling down. My first thought was
that the boom had somehow come off the gooseneck, and I remember being puzzled, rather
than alarmed, at finding no gooseneck to put it back on. It was blowing fairly
hard, rocks and rocky islands quite close, the main lowered and the jib still furled,I The jib sheets were temporarily inaccessible under the main, so I unfurled V;d
hand-held the jib while we headed for a little protected harbor by a private cottage.
The owner, a charming elderly gentleman, came out to see what was going on. It
turned out that he was a retired lawyer. and when we asked whether he minded our
tying up to his dock for repairs, he said he didn't mind, but in any case he was bound
by law to let us stay up to 24 hours, as we were distressed marinersl We had a
hurried and not very hopeful search for the gooseneck, which had gone with such a
bang that we felt sure it was on the bottom. Imagine everyPne's astonishment when,
part way through the repair job, Pete pointed in silence to the foredeck and there,
right beside the lifting handle, lay the broken gooseneck! It was useless, of
course, except that it gave us the measurements to try and get another, but it had
survibed an the tossing and all the swishing of the jib.

The jury rig was completed in short order. Alan unscrewed the gooseneck-track
from the mast and wrapped the mast at that point in heavy line. He padded the
end of the boom with a sturdy cotton dishcloth secured with duct tape (which, by
the way, survived all the wetting it got during the following week and was still as
firm as ever.) Then he drlJed two holes through the boom just behind the padding
and tied the boom to the mast with strong line through the holes. This arrangement
worked beautifully, and we went half way round Georgian Bay like this. The one
disadvantage came in hoisting or lowering sail, or in reefing. WTe had half-a-dozen
reef knots to undo each time. Our bag of tools was justified in the first few hours!

Alan and Don recalled an exchange just before we left: Don: "Do you need this?"
Alan: "Well, there are some types of repair which you just cannot do without a drill."

The log shows the repair finished at 1430, and the flotilla under way again at 1440,
so the whole incident took less than an hour.
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July 14th. cont.

I e did have to stop and adjust the jury rig once, at 1625, but otherwise things
went smoothly, and the next entry hows Turning Island abeam at 1640. Shortly
after that, Ken Hassard, who had invited the group to his cottage for the night,
appeared in a motorboat named Smilet and took a photograph. We were the only
ones who did not know it was Ken, and we may not have obeyed this order. At 1745
we landed at the Hassard's cottage, and it was smiles from there on. What an
energetic and kind couple Ken and Dorothy arel All. were made welcome, friend and
stranger alike, in this lovely cottage they have built with their own hands,
perched on the rocks of Tonches Island. In fact, strangers quickly became
friends in the home of this gracious couple, and their four enterprising youngsters.
(Judy and her brother were out on their paper route - by boat - when we arrived.)
Ken knew exactly who to ask about our gooseneck plight, and late that night, when
the hardware store in Pointe au Baril was closed and its owner back home on the
next island, he took Alan over to discuss it. Late as it was, he came back to
look at the problem first-hand, and next morning found a welder in Pointe au Baril
who tried for some time to weld the broken part. However, he did not have the
equipment to weld stainless steel, and no-one had a gooseneck in stock, so we
carried on under jury rig. From Pointe au Baril, Alan called Hugh Thomas in
Huntsville to see whether another could be obtained. Hugh suggested that he call
George Blanchard and get one shipped to General Delivery, Tobermory.

All this had held up the party for a morning, and we really appreciated their
patience. We finally left Hassards' at 1220, with some of the junior Hassards in
Don's boat. The log records that it was sunny, wind about Force 3, and we were
under main and jib. Here, the channel is fairly wide - the narrowest part being
about 60Oft. - and bordered either side by islands with many private cottages.
The #arkers for this part of the channel are maintained by the Pointe au Baril
Islanders Association, and though the chartwa&ns that they are subject to change
without notice, we have found on our few visits there that the markers are reliable
and the Association does a good job.

1345 Don dropped the Hassard youngsters off when Ken met us in Smilet at Pointe au
Baril light, and we departed the Light feeling that we were now on our own.

The next two hours took us through two brief "outside" passages, round such
interesting-sourding spots as Nares Ledge and Hangdog Reef, but were mostly spent
in inside passages between the islands, through Shoal Narrows and Hangdog Channel.
The land is very broken-up here, with lots of tiny islands and narrow passages,
though the marked Small Craft Channel never seems less than 200ft. side.

1545 After leaving Hangdog Channel and entering Alexander Passage, we stopped for
lunch. We spent only twentyfive minutes on this, though you may be sure

that with all those Englisnmen around, tea was brewed up. There was never much
question about whether to brew up tea - it was usually a question of making it a
two-bagger or a three-bagger.

1610 Off again. We saw many interesting boats from (relatively) faraway places
and the first of these was a catamaran we met just as we came out of Alexander

Passa1e. She was from Camden, Maine, about 1,000 miles from Georgian Bay.

We had been aiming for a possible camp on Bourchier Island, and for the next 5 miles,F on an outside passage, the log records: "Wild ride on long close reach. Wind
15, gusting to 20, West. 3ft. waves, choppy and confused, putting much water in boat"
Don, who had delayed putting on foul weather gear, clained that one wave came in
over the bows and went out over the transom. Wnen asked what he was doing, he
replied ItSttting there getting wet,"



I July 13th. cont.

r 1900 Put in to the north side of Raft Island, adjacent to Bourchier, for camp.
Nice little protected cove; swam, cooked supper - almost perfect tables of

smooth rock. Here, as always, we slept on the boat. We were usually tied up
to a tree, with a stern anchor out.

Perhaps this is as good a place as any to discuss eqipment. Each boat had a boat tent;

for those who have not seen one, the after end of the boom is supported on a boom

crutch that stands on the afterdeck. The boat tent is thrown over the boom and has

a collar that wraps round the mast; it comes to a point over the boTw, and some gear
can be stored on the foredeck. The after end of the tent varies from tent to tent;

ours has a complete mosquito-netting triangle that zips in and is interchangeable
with a canvas triangle for bad weather. Others have a mosquito-netting window

in a canvas triangle. The neatest fastening round the bottom of the tent is a set

of studs just under the gunwales. Ours has (at present) a set of lines fastened
in grommets, and the lines have to be led under the boat and made fast in the
corresponding grommets the other side. This system is a pain in the neck.
For amusement only, it is worth recording one system Alan invented to pass the lines
under the boat. One end of the line was made fast on, say, the port grommet.In empty bleach bottle was tied on the other end, and held in the spinnaker-pole snap.
The line, with plastic bottle, was pushed just under the boat, and the spinnaker=pole
snap released, so that the plastic bottle popped up on the starboard side carrying

the line with it. For some reason, Alan abandoned this system and nightly embarked
on a perilous walk around the gunwales, carrying the lines. We shall install
snap studs at the earliest possible moment.

We and Don carried land tents, but this was a waste of space, at least on this

cruise, as we never used them. The land was rocky wherever we stopped, and possibly

the known presence of rattlesnakes in this part of the country might have had
something to do with it, if we had found a suita31e side. (We never saw a rattler.)

Each boat carried a stove - no two were alike - and a set of nesting dizies.

We were the only boat carrying a cooler chest. At first, we used this in the

ordinary way with ice. After the first lot of ice melted, we found it more convenient
to use the cooler as a food.locker without ice. This way, all staples, dishtowels,
detergent, knives and forks, matches (in Ziploc bags) - in fact, most of the paraphernal
needed for the evening - were in one container, and needed only the addition of

stove, dixies and a can or two, to prepare supper. We either bought a small amount

of perishables and kept them without cooling for a day or two, or else did without.
The cooler was an effective chart table in the daytime. We carried a 3k gallon jug

bf drinking water for those places where the Georgian Bay water was not drinkable.

Two boats carried hurricane lanterns, and found them very useful, not only for light
for reading or card games in the evening, but also to dry everything out when they
were left in the boat with the tent up, over supper. Lashed with shock-cords, they
seemed to be perfectly safe. TIro boats carried portable radios with marine bands
and, while the interpretation of Mafor is another story, we felt more secure with
weather forecasts.

For sleeping, everyone had an air mattress and a sleeping bag. Alan and I have

camped (on land) for about thirty years and have never used an air mattress on
Mother Earth. However, wooden floorboards are not quite as resilient as earth,
and tend to get wet on a brisk day, so rubber air mattresses were welcome. They
had to be pumped up each night, which was a bit of a chore. Pete had an effective

foot-pump which fitted everyone's air mattress except ours - until he cut 2 inch
lengths off the rubber hose of a bilge pump and installed them over our valves.

His pump fitted the other end, and thus equipped with Hanson Air Mattress Adaptors
we spared our lungs with one foot. Anchors were very important at night, and
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it seemed that grapnels were more effective in rocks, than the Danforth type. We
had two Danforth-type - one 6-lb and a light one, as well as a tiny grapneL Tom
had a 20-lb grapnel, Don a 9-lb grapnel. Six feet of heavy chain was essential to
prevent chafe on the rocky bottoms. Boat compass was essential, and hand-bearingIt compass a big help - you have got to be able to navigate accurately in fog. We
carried a running light and anchor light, but only used them once each.

Other essentials are small: some way of dealing with mosquitoes (if you use the
aerosol spray type, make sure it won't damage your tent's waterproofing); sunburn
protection and cure - you are inexorably exposed on a boat; a basic sewing kit -
mine was fairly elaborate, including the Zipper-ease and some Velero with epoxy glue.
Tools, whose usefulness has already appeared; charts go without saying, though we
did hear of a fellow navigating Georgian Bay on a 28-footer with an Esso road-map;
a very soft pencil for the log - when I found mine in the recesses of some pocket,
it could be read no matter how wet the page was when written on - and binoculars,
camera, and so on, according to your own taste.

Food needs to be simple. Canned goods were kept in the bilge, after writing the
contents on the end with a grease-pencil. Labels washed off and plugged the
self-bailers - next time it would make sense to tear them off at the start.

IJuly 16th.

66jb Woke to another sunny day; swam, breakfast and packed up. Log notes that
first packing-up was rather slow. Commodore checked time by WWV, and we were

off at 0930. Later experience showed that the wind didn't get up till 0930 or 1000
anyway, so there was no point in hurrying. In a gentle breeRe from the West, we
set off for the Bustard Islands.

£ couple of loons were seen swimming ahead. Years ago, we used to hold
conversations with loons, whose call is fairly easy to imitate. Tried ittwith these
which promptly dived. I must be out of practice.

1025 Passed Buoy 87, a little over 1 mile from Raft Island.

Tom and Pete went south round Norgate Rock, retracing the previbus night's
course further than we did before turning West, but finally tacked, to the relief
-of us all. Later they claimed this was intentional, "to get a better breeze."

1035 Tom caught up.

1038 Passed Mark 91, 5/8 mile further, in fairly open water. Channel skirts a wide,
shallow shoal on starboard (NE) side, with a few marked rocks on port side.

1047 Passed 110, having cut a corner to come on to a course just E of N, bringing
us back among the islands.

1049 Passed 95 at entrance to Danny Island Channel.

1058 "Sandy" out of San Francisco, a good-looking 40-footer, passed down Danny Island
Channel, under motor. One lone, bearded mariner aboard.

The next twenty minutes took us ENE and N through a narrow, well-marked channel
and past the Gereaux Light, across the mouth of Byng Inlet,

1120 Passed 111, between the North and South Channels of Byng Inlet, marking McNab Rocks

Half a mile ftrther on, we joined the mouth of the North Channel for about
2 miles of open water sailing on a NW course.
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July 16th cont.

1200 Turned down into Cunningham's Channel; rather less than a mile between
islands and shoals, where the narrowest part of the channel is about 15Oft.wide.

1208 Rounded 11 out of Cunningham's Channel, for a 2-mile stretch of open water.

1230 Lunch on Golden Sword Island.

1330 Off again, once more among little islands.

1410 Out of Roger's Gut. (Alternative channel would have been Free Drinks Passage.
Whatever possessed Don and Pete to pass that one up?) Wind W, Force 3, and

bright sunshine. Here, a big power boat from New York crossed right across Tom's

bows. As the transom came into view, she was seen to be the African Queen, promptly
renamed by Tom and Pete UThe African Queer".

For the next 32 miles, the course averaged out about NNW and led us among
rocks and shoals, with the islands about * mile away on either side. Then a sharpI turn to WNAW took us about 6 miles past the ends of long, narrow inlets with fingers
of land between, part of which are called 0The Shirt Tails". For the last 3 miles
the chanrel gradually diverges from them, and goes through fairly open water
towards the Bustard Islands where we were planning to camp that night.

1455 Wind 10-12k, WSW.

I 1520 Changed to working jib. On starboard tack. Noticed port shroud shackle pin
undone, leaving shroud swinging free. Did it up.'

f 1600 Saw two 6-man canoes headed SE.

1650 Arrived Tanvat Island, (one of the Bustards,) and camped on the NE shore.

Lots of fun in camp. Garbage was beginning to be a problem. We carried it
in plastic gqrbage bags until we could find somewhere proper to dump it. We discussed
whether it would be polluting to leave eggshells in a crevice in the rock, and
decided not, as the seagulls do it all the time. Don felt the same applied to
match sticks - after all, they were growing all around, and we were just putting
them backl

July 17th, Tuesday.

0630 Up, breakfast and packing up. Lovely day at first, but by

0740 fog had rolled in. Don decided it would be silly, deliberately to test our
0905 navigation by going out, so we waited till it had gone, an hour and a half later.

I 0905 Clearing

0945 Off again.

!Q - Q954 Rounding Northeast Point.

1006 Passed 6&. On range between buoys. Compass reads 310. Range is 304T, 31224.

Just to the jorth is the mouth of the French River. Down this river came

Etienne Brule in 1613, sent by Champlain to explore this part of Ontario for the French,
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1012 Passed 68 (outside). About 5/16 mile in 6 minutes. Speed 3k.

1018 Passed 70. Another 5/16 mile in 6 minutes.
Bearing between 70 and 72 is 278T, 286M. Compass reads 280.

1035 Passed 76. This is the last mark in the east-west channel that runs north
of the Bustards, and which is romantically called the "North-East Passage."
Now we curve gently south-west, past the last shreds of the Bustard Islands and

1048 the Bustard Lights. There are three all together on one island and the chart
shows then all flashing green. From the chart, the east light forms a range
with the center light to guide the approach from the northeast; and the west
light forms another range with the center light to guide the approach from the
west-south-west. Now we begin a long (fifteen mile) outside passage, which
will take us in a generally north-westerly direction, to the point where we
can turn north-east to enter Beaverstone Bay.

1054 S "Shining Hour", a big black private fishing boat out of New York, passed us.

1056 Don says to take a course 2851M from the Bustards to Grondine Rock and then
meet again. Talce care over rocks, as this is considerably further in than

the marked channel. Wfind Force 1-2. Sun. Conditions perfecti ETA Grondine
1400 or a little later.:

1110 "African Queer" (or a very similar boat) passed us again, headed S of W.

1118 Bad River Channel range bears 027M, 019T. Chart gives this range as 018T. Goodl
Bustards 110M, 102T, which puts us about a mile closer in than the channel, as

planned. Passed close to the black/white striped buoy on range for Bad River Channel.

1150 Crossing range for Maitland Bank. Our compass bearing was 353; true is 334030'
magnetic 3420 30'. N.B. Bearing of Bustards at time of fix was 118M instead of

10614. Wfas rocket knife affecting compass? In 12 minutes' tine, sailed just under m.il

Speed 2-3k. Three huge powerboats Flying U.S. flag passed, heading E.

1235 Two big powerboats visible on port beam. This is the sound of engines we've
been hearing for some time. They appear to be heading inhand.

-1315 Tom and Pete spotted Grondine Rock. Winds light. Small motorboat, heavily
laden, passed from starboard side, apparently heading for Grondine Rock.

1334 Two big powerboats passed on port side, heading for Grondine Rock. Must be
a good fishing spotl

1335 Rowing.

1355 Light wind got up.

1412 Grondine Rock abeam to port.

Long, slow reqch. An hour later a mark was sighted and it turned out to be the
wrong mark. Don spotted the right one, much further out, and hardened up; Rocky

bottom visible. We were over The Chickens! Reef awash close to starboard. Cut jusi

inside red mark 78 and followed channel up into Beaverstone Bay. Don and Connie had
an older chart and did not notice the newer range to starboard. They had to be
signalled on the foghorn to get them back. They were headed for "Numerous rocks and

shoals on the chart - which looked quite murderous when we saw them from the lee side
a few minutes later-
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July 17th, cont.

1547 Mark 86 in Beaverstone Bay abeam. The mouth of Beaverstone Bay is almost closed

U off by islards varying in size from half a mile square to mere chunks of rock.

We are now well inside this barrier and the Bay has opened out. At its widest point

it is nearly two miles wide with islands scattered more or less in a line up the middle..

1553 Beaverstone Bay Lodge abeam to starboard. Presumably a hunting and fishing
lodge - perhaps the source of some of the fishing boats we saw outside the Bay?

1612 Beaverstone Bay is gorgeousl The land slopes quickly from about 1OOft. to

the water, and is rocky or forested, AI1 the water up here is so clean and blue.

We are just passing the black daymark two islands north of Lang island, with a red

buoy and two black daymarks close together, in sight ahead.

1620 Red mark 88 abeam. At this point the bay closes in to form the beginning
of Collins Inlet.

1622 Just coming up to the black daymark on P;sa Rock - we are about the 46-mile

mark on the aall Craft Chart. (The mile markers on the chart are statute

miles. All other miles referred to in this log are nautical miles.)

1638 Between 55 and 96, which is the 47-mile mark.

1640 Sntering Collins Inlet - gorgeousl This is a narrow channel, running east-west

- i.e. albost at right angles to the marked channel up Beaverstone Bay. This

part of it is 100-200 yards wide, and about two miles long; then it opens out into

a biggish lake (Mill Lake) with three bays at the north end. The first of these is

c£ Sawdust Bay, but they must have got tired of thinking up nmes after that, for the

others are Second Bay and Third Bay.

Vinds now light and flukey; Tom and Pete rowing.

1701 Some breeze - didn't last long.

1745 Yellow water-lilies in flower. Winds very light and flulcey. Tack-tack-tack
into the sunset.

Finally we came out into Mill Lake and found a safe spot just inside a little

bay on the far (western) side. Supper tonight was rounded off with some of Petels

superb home-made wine. This had been a feature of the cruise so far, and we had

come to look forward to the moment when Pete extracted a white ex-bleach-bottle from

the locker. Tonight's - the last of Pete's supply, unfortunately - was loganberry win

made from the fruit of a loganberry bysh just inside Pete's front gate, An excellent

vintagel

Our bay seemed quiet enough when we made camp.. One house was marked on the

chart on a nearby island, but that did not account for all the traffic. During the

evening, early night, and again from about 0500 next day, that bay was like Union Stati

Fishermen came, cast for five minutes, and left. For that matter, Connie and Pete

tried to catch breakfast, but had to be satisfied with bacon and eggs again. Perhaps

our swimming had something to do with the fishes' wariness - at any rate, Pete remarked

next day that once we were all turned in, he heard fish jumping and laughing at us

all night.

July 18th, Wednesday.

0945 Off again. Lovely sunny morning, water sparkling, wiind SSW, Force 4. Main only,



July 18th, cant.

0955 Entered Collins Inlet again, for the second part, west of Mill Lake. Winds
flukey in the narrow inlet with the true wind alnost at right angles, so put

up jib too.

1010 Passed Wharton Lodge to starboard. Source of some of the night's fishing boats?
This part of Collins Inlet is eight miles long, and even narrower than the

first section. At its narrowest, it is only a hundred feet wide. Winds funnel
along it and today are west or south, so we are beating against a flukey breeze.

1050 At one of the narrowest parts, Tom looked back and called - "1Look what's coming
nowl" and following us steadily was the biggest white power boat any of us had
ever seen. In that narrow channel, she looked to me about as big as the ferry boats

that carry hundreds of people across the Nersey at Liverpool. On this occasion,
sail gave way to power, and while we cowered by the rocky walls, Lisa June IV out of
Chicago, pushed through the channel like a juggernaut.

At this point the wind picked up a little, and we were beating with 10-20 second
tacks.

1110 Biggish sailboat spotted coming the other way.

1118 She's under powert What a waste.

1124 A Hughes 24 coming the other way - also under power. What are they about?
They could have a lovely run this morning.

1141 Three smaLl powerboats passed us going West. It is quite hard to get the
names and pay attention to the water ahead (though it looks deep right up to

vL the land most of the time) and tack so often. The last one was the Amy Something II.

1205 Interesting-looking power-boat, blue, no name, passed going East. Perhaps
a workboat? Superstructure looked homemade.

1222 Nasty big blue powerboat. the "Good Day Susie"l, passed Wlest-bound, and behaved
badly, going at high speed and making a lot of wake. She was flying the

U.S. Flag at the stern, and the Canadian flag over the Belgian flag at the mast-headi

1255 Anchored in a cove, for Alan to swim and the other two boats to catch up with

us. Not a good place - too little shelter and too many weeds and logs. Two
more great powerboats passed us, though we didn't get the names. Wfe have a lot of
company on the water today.
1511 Passed 59.
1515 Passed between mark 61 and the flashing light on Flat Rock. Roughly 1/3 mile

between this pair and the last, so 12 minutes per mile and spped is five knots.
Course 250 mar'ked on official channel on chart - 258M. Our heading is 25214 to

allow for leeway. Wfind Force 3, waves 1-2ft. About three miles to Red Rock Point
Light at entrance to Killarney Channel, and another mile up the channel to Killarney.
ETA 1603.

1530 Whee-eel This is a beautiful close reach, and we seem to be whizzing along.
T'nis is the lifel

j : 1549 Red Rock Point -' -'Light abeam.

1620 At Government Dock in Killarney. The channel is sheltered, and it took
rather longer to do the last mile than we'd bargained for. Goverrnment Liquor

Store - boldly so labelled - is the first building you notice. This is a bad place to
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July 18th, cont.

stay, and we shall probably provision and move on. There is just a dock, and no
facilities at the waterfront. It will be very public cooking breakfast on the dock
in the morning; and tonight I dislike blowing up the air mattresses to an accompaniment
of jeers from badly-behaved children. (The Hanson Air Mattress Adaptor has not yet
been invented.>

1625 Tom and Pete arrived.

1633 Pete appeared with two 12-packs of beer and a bottle of Rose for dinner.

There are some interesting boats here. The Snow Goose, a massy breat motorboat
out of Montreal, shares our dock; further up is a beautiful big boat with clipperU lines, the Gem-Jig. She is just gorgeous, with lots of real wood - even a wooden
rail instead of iife-lines. Don met a friend sailing a chartered 28ft. boat, andI his tool-kit included a hacksaw, which ours did not. Alan borrowed it and sawed 3"
off each leg of our boom crutch, thus making our tent fit again. It had shrunk after
being foldea up wet on the foggy morning at Tanvat Island, and we were lucky
to have had fine weather since then. Now, it may rain again, and we shall be snug -

albeit a little too snug, since our "houses is smaller.

WZe ate supper at the Rock House Inn, after a discussion about what 'Rock'I might mean in that context. Fortunately it turned out to be the kind of rock we'd
been sailing among, and not the kind of music they played. Some of us had been looking
forward to a juicy steak, but that had to wait, as we were offered sausage, pork chopsI or turkey pie. Alan called Jim at home to warn him to stand by later in the week for
a message to come up and take over the boat for the rest of the cruise; we are behind
schedule and have had no layovers yet, prompting someone to remark #Join Davis Tours
and See Fifteen Countries in Four Days"ll >[e did, however decide to stay the night
at Killarney as no-one felt like moving on once we had established ourselves at the
dock. (Alan also asked Jim to get a new gooseneck from Avon Sail Boats.)

Finally turned in, feeling rather as though we were on stage.

July 19th, Thursday.

0645 Up, and ate a simple breakfast (Joyflakes, bread and marmalade and milk - no
cooking required) as a good proportion of the juvenile population of Killarney

was already goggling at us. Aired sleeping bags on the dock nevertheless, and washedI the dirty clothes which were threatening to mildew in the dirty-clothes bag.

Plans for the day - south to Club Island. We do not seem to have a chart fo r
this day's run, so copied part of Don's on the back of another chart. Course - 190T, 19
from Red Rock Point to Bell Buoy (Fl Red) at 9 miles, and continue same course to
Club Island at 24 miles. Squaw Island shoals to port at 6 miles. Cape Smith Light
(Fl 4 sec 23ft.) to sarboard at 13 miles.

0945 Left Government Dock. Overcast and threatening rain. No wind. Rowed all
the way down the channel.

1030 Departed green buoy at channel mouth. Rowed 10 minutes and then 'sailedt, but
AL very little wind and a one foot swell. Alan and Don compared compasses. TheyI agree pretty well.

1053 Still almost no wind. Timing log chip indi%ates speed 1k. ETA at flsjjing
red bell buoy 0430 tomorrow? Don remar s 1 canitngel any wors , so 1 as
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to get better. Alan replies it could get worse - the wind could drop!

TU 1103 Three big powerboats going into Killarney, all with U.S. Flags. Rain; haze;

* visibility about 2 miles.

1115 Rain stopped. Sun trying to come out. Wind E - beam reach, port tack.

1120 Wind picked up. Speed about 3k. Visibility improving.

1125 Rain again.

I 1129 Rain stopped again. Issued snacks, and filled water-bottle to about 11 gallons
by dangling it over the side with cap off and air-vent open. I can't easily

lift more than this back into the boat.

1150 Speed 3-4k. ETA bell buoy now 1400 (today). Close-hauled on port tack.

1200 lWind dropping. Sun shining.

Wind soon picked up again.

1240 Wind heading us. We are now heading so as not to fetch, or only just.
190-200M (was 215 for a while.)

1245 Force 3.

1300 Changed to small jib. The others caught up, and we were glad. It is a little

disquieting to be leading the fleet with only a sketched chart.

1303 Tacked on to starboard. 100M. 92T.
Bell buoy sighted one point forward of starboard bac¢n

1309 Tacked on to port. 210M, 202T. Wind rising. Force 4. Speed 5k.

I 1330 Reefed. Five rolls. (Our jury rig tends to unroll three-quarters of a roll.

It also takes a lot of tricky work to lash up again in a seaway, and we wrould
prefer not to have to roll up some more in another half-hour.)

1335 Tacked on to starboard. Close-hauled, heading 1354.

1353 Tacked on to port. Heading 240-235M, 232-227T. Wind Force 4, speed 5-6k.

1400 Bell buoy abeam. Conference. Decided to go on unless it freshens still more.

1402 Tacked on to starboard, 150M, 142T. Waves now 2ft. with occasional whitecaps.

1414 Big sailboat passed us running NW. (Nmnber 14142. Couldn't make out the class

I but number seems to fit the time rather nicelyt)

1430 Tacked to port . Speed 5k. Heading 250M, 242T. A big sailboat hove to,

close to Tom and Pete, and asked their positiont

I 1457 Tacked on to starboard. Wind has been dropping for nearly an hour. Choppy.

Heading 140M, 132T.

1530 Tacked on to port. Heading 265M, 257T.
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1557 Tacked on to starboard. Heading 150M. 142T. Wind dropping again.

1632 Tacked on to port. 250M, 242T. Wind a good Force 3, speed 4k.

1647 Shook out reefs.

1730 Changed from working jib to genoa. Not much wind now.

1745 Tacked on to starboard. 190M, 182T. Wfind freshening slightly.

1830 Approaching land; think it is only James Bay. Tacked on to starboard to

reach land and look for spot for the night.
We had stayed reef ed a whole lot too. long out in the open water, when the wind

lightened and the waves were still big enough to carry us to lee. Disappointing lack

of progress to windward. We searched around the bay for a sheltered spot, without

success.

1930 Landed. This shore is shingle and small rocks, and too exposed for peace of

mind, but it is the best we can find. It is part of an Indian reservation

on Manitoulin Island. Should be all right as long as the wind doesn't swing round

to E or NE.

Supper on shore. As we were clearing it up, some Indians came to the shore

in a VW bus. We thought they might not like our being there, so quickly loaded

everything back in the boats, and paddled off shore for the night. Spent the night

anchored with bow and stern anchors, about 100 yards off shore.

July 20th, Friday.

0610 Woke; boat tossing at anchor. Some fog, wind EWE, Force 2. Dozed till

0715 Got up. Don just up too. Light breakfast on boat, avoiding need to go back

to shore, where waves were breaking.

0930 Don's instructions: leave Rabbit Island to starboard; three miles further on

leave red buoy to starboard. 'tWare shoals between our course and red buoy.

183M all the way to Flowerpot Island.

Set sail - main only.

1005 Set jib. Broad reach. Wind NE or NITE, force 3, waves 1-2ft.

1040 N end of Rabbit Island abeam on starboard side.

1048 S end of Rabbit Island abeam. (Rabbit Island is a little over half a mile long.)

1137 Passed buoy off Club Island. ETA Snake Island 1530.

This was a fairly uneventful day, though it was some of the most open water

we would meet in the whole trip. Any strong wind out of the west would have brought

big waves from the main part of Lake Huron pouting through the gap between M4anitoulin Is
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and the Bruce Peninsula, with only a handful of small islands tobreak them up. The

north-easterly wind had the entire width of Georgian Bay to play with - about fifty miles

As it was, we had a pleasant day, out of sight of land with visibility about 3 miles.

Alan was puzzled by the course Don was taking, and we logged a statement that Don
seemed to be between 5° and 100 off course. 'We even investigated the after locker

for tools that might be upsetting our compass. Later that evening, after hitting
Flowerpot Island right on the nose, we learned that Don took sights' on the last view

of Club Island, and altered course to 175M, but had no way of communicating with
the rest of us. There must have been a i-knot current setting westwards out of
Georgian Bay. A fine piece of navigation, Donl

1316 Passed a stick, obviously fixed to a rock; puzzled. If this is Kilroy Patch,
we are much further back than we thought we were. Nothing is marked on the chart

anywhere near where we think we are. Depths around here are 20-50 fathoms. ETA if
this is Kilroy Patch is 0400 tomorrow. At least we shall see the Light when it
gets darkt

1336 Passed another stick, to port. There certainly are not two shoals marked on
the chart.

Later, we learned that people are still finding rocks and small shoals in
Georgian Bay. and these are marked in the water before they get marked on the charts.
WIe were glad we were not the ones to discover any.

1420 Winds now very light and flukey. Hardly making any progress. Sun shining.

1439 Sighted Bear's Rump Island on port bow, and then Flowerpot Island dead ahead.

1630 Landed at Flowerpot Island, Georgian Bay Islands National Park dock.

This was a very fine peice of navigation on Don's part. We had seen Club Is.

in the distance, and Fitzwvlliam Island had been only a hump on the horizon, but we

came squarely on to Flowerpot Island fifteen miles to the south.

This part of Georgian Bay Islands Nptional Park is delightful. It is very
smal1 as Nati&nal Parks go, and there is a move to keep it that way. There are
only six spaces for tents, and there is room for, perhaps. half a dozen boats at
the dock and a few more moored in the cove. Access is by boat only - either your

own or one of the privately run ferries, which arrange their schedvles to suit the

passengers' convenience. We are with those who want to keep it small - a vast
tenting area would ruin the whole thing.

One of the ferries from Tobermory ("Penguin": captain, Joe George) tied up

soon after we did. Our first question was: flIs the Tobermory Post Office open
on Saturday?"l We were getting very close to our gooseneck at last. Joe even offered

to enquire at the Post Office and bring any mail over for us, in the morning, but
we wanted to do this ourselves.

During the evening we had a very definite advantage from being in a National Park

rather than in a completely uncontrolled wild spot. A biggish cruiser was moored
in the cove some 300 yards from us, and glamorous girls were sprouting all over.

Presently, a loud-speaker began blaring raucous music, and a voiite on the loud-hailer
shattered the peace of the bay. shouting "'Where is the champagne? Hurry up with
the champagne. If you don't get over here with the champagne, I'm going to start

on the Drambuie". Some of the campers began shouting back: "Shut up. We come
here for peace and quiet.n After a while, the boat did shut up and the silence was
suddenly complete. Next morning we learned why. The Warden, hearing the racket,
realised that the boat was on Citizens' Band radio, so he called them up with his own
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and told them to be quiet. The people on the boat were mystified, and asked the
radio where this voice was coming from. "I'm in the cottage you see 200 yards upI: the shore." "What is that?" time Warden's cotta#e." Instantaneous silencel
The Warden told us next day, that he had had noisy people on boats who absolutely
refused to be quiet or to move on when asked to do so. and he had taken an axe to
their mooring line. More power to him and his axe-arm!

This evening we had plenty of time to cook supper, clean up and relax. The
stars were out in force, and we had an interesting time identifying all we knew,
among so many more than we ever see in the city.

July 21st, Saturday.

Up around 0700, cooked breakfast and washed dishes before the others were up. Walked
to lighthouse on north shore of the island. There is a beautiful trail through the
woods and along the shore. The Flowerpots that give the island its name are strange
configurations of limestone topped with dolomite. They may have begun as columns
separated frotm the main cliff by the twisting action of a glacier, and the softer,
lower strata have been pattly worn away by the action of weather and waves, leaving
rather top-heavy "Flowerpots" which are now quite a tourist attraction. They are
even protected against further weathering, to some extent, by artificial replacement
of the limestone round the base (and the original formation is very cleverly imitated)
and by "caps" of asphalt.

All along the trail through the woods, are signs to various caves - six in all -
and to the Sentier Mountain 'frail. We did not take this, but Tom reported that it
leads to a green meadow in the middle of the island, surrounded by high cliffs. Wie

learned later, in conversation with the Warden, that this is where the lighthouse-keepers
wives used to grow their gardens; furthermore, before the coming of electricity
(the 'Hydro' as everyone calls it) Cave No. 4 was the lighthouse-keepers' refrigeratorI
We had talked to the keeper the previous evening, and he had offered to show us the

lighthouse, but when we went up to it, he was not there, and we didn't like to go to
his house, as there was a notice asking visitors to be quiet because the man off
watch would be sleeping. The lighthouse is one of the modern type of construction
-- a skeleton steel tower faced with panels of white fiberglass for easier visibility
by day; in the calm weather and bright sunshine, the blue water of the bay looked so
peaceful, that it took a little imagination to picture the keeper climbing up inside
the iron hoops provided round the ladder for his safety, and really needing the,
protettion. The lighthouse itself is a little way from the keepers' houses, along
a concrete path and up some steps. It stands on a platform about halfway up the
cliff, and commands a fine view over the Bay, Bear's Rump Island lying peacefully
about two miles away. The lighthouse itself is 91 feet, and the flashing light is
visible 15 miles. It is powered by electricity and the keeper had told us the
previous night that if the electricity fails, there is only an 18 second delay while
the reserve diesel generator kicks in. Before the advent of "Hydro", kerosene was
the fuel. The keeper seemed to regret that he is no longer called upon for the
craftsmanship of being a lighthouse keeper, able to repair his gear; he is a technician
now, for the electric equipment, and has to call the mainland for major repairs.

au Not far away from the lighthouse is a 225-foot radio tower. Wie were speculating
about the problems of replacing bulbs in the red lights atop it, and even more about
what happened if a guy wire brokel On the way back from the lighthouse we met the
keeper, and he said that in this case he does not start climbing; he calls Toronto]

His two-way radio connects with the telephone system at Wiarton.
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Walking back from the lighthouse, we explored one of the caves and found a real
stalactite. It did not connect with a stalagmite as it had formed above a shelf,
and united itself to the edge of the shelf. We explored the flowerpots too, climbing
right down on the shore to geta close view. It is a pity that the Government has had
to give them artificial support, but apparently there used to be three, and one has
toppled over some time during the three hundred years since the first European
explorers paddled that way.

On this walk we saw the only snakes we met in the wfhole cruise - two garter
snakes. The Flowerpot Island brochure assures visitors that there are no poisonous
snakes on the Island.

Back at the boat, we brewed up a welt-earned cup of teal

After a leisurely lunch, we caught the t"Penguint at 1300, and became tourists
for a while, watching the other side of the island go by and listening to the skipper
pointing out things of interest. Joe George is a former high school teacher, whose
tales of touring with his school band pleasantly filled the tine between the
Flowerpots and the points of interest around Tobermory. (Tubbermurry as we learned
to call it, if we want to sound as if we knowt)

Tobermory has two harbors - Little Tub and Big Tub; Big Tub seems to be the
haven for big, rich yachts and Little Tub for lesser mortals and commercial traffic.
Joe put us off at Little Tub, recommended a restaurant for supper, told us where to
get hold of him when we were ready to return, and - perhaps most important of aIl -

directed us to the POST OFFICEI

Full of expectant trepidation, we trooped up to the Post Office and asked if
there were a package for Phillips. The lady said "Dr. Phillips?"t and riffled
through the stack of mail for the Ps, while we hovered on the other side of the counter.
She produced a yellow package, and with bated breath we watched Alan tear it open -
even tearing one of the beautiful stamps, until warned to be careful with them - and
there, in the palm of his hand, lay a beautiful. bronze gooseneckl With it was a
letter from Dr. Riddell of Kitchener, Ontario, which read:

"Good Morningi

"Our misfortune is your fortuine. Broke our wooden mast on the weekend. I
phoned Eric Stubbs to enqire about getting a new one and he told me of your plight.
Replaced ours with a metal mast and do not need this gooseneck. I hope it reaches
you without too much delay, so that you may continue your trip.

"'Press ont

VW. R. Riddell, D.C."1

Thank you, thank you, thank you Dr. Riddellt And what wonderful people in C.W.O.A. -

that he ever heard about our problem.

With minds at rest, we proceeded to the rest of our shopping - which included
shackle pins, so that we could replace the toggle pins on the shrouds, and avoid the
near-disaster that happened when one worked loose on Monday afternoon. (Ever since
then, by the way, the drill had been "Ready about! (Check the toggle pin) Hard a-leel")
It seems that no-one in Tobermory carries sailboat supplies. We walked about five
miles in search of boat hardware without success - though a kind motoris1-picked up
Don, Tao, Connie and me when we decided to turn back, and Alan and Pete had a ride
back to Little Tub from Big Tub by water, when a kind Chicago millionaire ran them
round in his dinghy.
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After supper, Alan decided to have a haircut, and found a barber who was a real

gem. This fine gentleman was over eighty years old, and had a £asc2nating 70-year old

barber chair that he had rescued from destruction 25 years ago, and refinished for

his shop. It was beautifuiJy carved. Despite a severe handicap with arthritis, he

cheerfully carried on his business, looked after a beautiful garden, and "tried to

keep his house the way it was when his wife was alive".

Back at the Penguin. the rest Of us were watching other boats in Little Tub

and listening to Joe getting orders for ice on his radio. I am commanded by the

others to include in the log that we watched a little dog, on the foredeck of a

big and beautiful sailing boat, quietly pee down one of the ventilators. W'hen Alan

appeaed, Joe went and picked up his four blocks and two bags of ice, and we were

off to Flowerpot Island again.

It was getting dusk by the time we were back, and everyone was eager to see how

our gooseneck fitted. It was a little too big for our track, but Engineer Hanson

supervised the filing of it, and before putting up the tent that night, we fitted it.

Wnat a joy! (Engineer Hanson also came up with a method of preventing the toggle pin

from undoing itself, by stuffing it with a piece of paper-clip.)

July 22nd, Sunday.

0910 Set sal, for the Bruce Peninsula. Course for Cabot Head - 104T, 112M.
Our heading - 107T, 1151M.

If close-hauled, we could just have fetched Cabot Head, but Don wanted us to

see the North coast of the Bruce, because the cliffs are spectacular. Wfe therefore

fell off to a close reach, and agreed to rendezvous at Cabot Head, in Wingfield Basin.

Cabot Head easily visible, over fourteen miles away. In clearing the anchorage on

Flowerpot Island, we had hit a rock, so once we were sailing, I checked the forward

locker for water, and found it dry.

'While I was guddling in the forward locker, the spring that holds the

watch-strap on the watch came off, and so the log records that there is no detailed

log for the next few hours. We sailed a close reach tiLl we were near the Bruce

Peninsula and then tacked along the coast. The wind freshened to a good Force 4,

waves 3-4ft; and then fell light soon after noon - Force 2, waves 2-3ft. The

clijfs along the shore really are spectacular - 100_150 feet high in places, wfith

trees down to the shoreline in parts, and other parts bare rock or scree. At the

foot of West Bluff, about two miles from the lighthouse on the point of Cabot Head.

we saw a back-packer who was evidently waLking the Bruce Trail; we waved to each other

There seemed to be several beaches, but none of them turned out to be sandy; all

were shingle and rocks. The sun was hot.

1430 After a rendezvous in W'ingfield Basin, we departed without landing. (Later we

learned that Wingfield Basin is thick with poison ivy; our reason for not

landing was that UJ the land closest to the mouth seemed to be private and we did

not want to take the time to cross the basin to what appeared to be a public spot.

By now, the wind was almost gone.)

1510 Course to clear Smoky Head 175T, 183M.

We had now only a slight breath of air, and hot sunshine. The three boats were

separated by a quarter of a mile or so from each other, and I could imagine the

others lying back, Dow in hand, radio on (and not to Mlafor either,) taking it easy.

Not so 866. The log reads:
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1528 Set spinnaker, down main (much more comfortable without main under these

conditions of light wind and moderate waves.) Wing out jib on opposite side.

1531 Gybe spinnaker

1536 Gybe spinnaker back again.

1540 Lead spinnaker sheet inside forestay (considered safe in this very light air.)

1600 Lead spinnaker sheet through working-jib fairlead on port side.

Lay out washing to dry - eat chocolate - move washing around - drink water - all

the time, fiddling with the spinnaker and jib sheets.

1610 Wind (what there was of it) on port quarter. Spinnaker boomed out on

starboard side. We were about one mile offshore and gradually overhauling

Tom, two miles offshore. Don, also fairly far offshore and quite far behind -

further away from both of us than we were from each other. Alan chose our course

to catch the sea-breeze he hoped would spring up.

1630 Wird veered to port beam. Down spinnaker.

1700 Rowed for half an hour.

1730 Wind picked up to Force 1. Cheers! Wing and wing, gybing every fetw minutes.

1855 Abeam Cape Chin (7t miles from Cabot Head in 4 hours.) Very light wind, NW.

Speed now 1k. ETA Smoky Head 2200.

2020 Smoky Head abeam. 3 miles in 1 hr 25 min, so speed since Cape Chin 2k.

Course south, wind WNWg, Force 1e ETA White Bluff 2200.

2145 Abeam Wnite Bluff. Wind N1, Force 1. ETA Lion's Head harbor 2245. Dead run,

starboard tack. 2t miles to go, estimated speed 2!zk.

Tom and Pete appear to have taken shelter for the night behind White Bluff.

Don and Connie have not appeared round Smoky Head, and have probably taken

shelter there.

Rowed from the middle of Isthmus Bay into Lion's Head Harbor.

2305 fied up at the Government Wharf, Lion's Head. Sandwich and bed. A good,

clean washroom here - contrast with Killarney Government Dock, where there was

none. Observe that the choice of course in mid-afternoon, and all the fiddling with

sails, have paid off in that we are the only boat to reach Lion's Head tonight.

One slight problem getting in - chart shows a fixed green light marking harbor

entrance. There were two fixed green lights, and for a time it was not quite certain

which was the harbor light. The other appeared to be some kind of private light -

perhaps for advertising rather than navigation, but they looked exactly alike from
seaward.

I
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July 23rd, Monday.

0700 Up. Breakfast just ready when first W 460 and then W1129 appeared, heading for

Lion's Head. I went into town for breakfast-supplies for the lot, leaving

the coffeepot ot, and Alan to welcome them. It appeared that Don and Connie had roundec

Smoky Head last night, for Connie saw our sails come down when we decided to m7 the

last bit across Isthmus Bay. They holed up for the night just sout!iL of Smoky Head.

After breakfast, aLL went into town for supplies and had orange juice at

Connie's favorite fish-and-chip shop. The Liverpool couple who had it last year

have now left, and it has changed hards. Wie couldn't have been more pleasantly

treated, though I should have enjoyed meeting fellow Liverpudlians-in-exile.

Alan returned to the boat, and when we all got back, he was found to be ill. Don

decided to lay over a day at Mion's Yead, and hope Alan is better tomorrow. By

previous arrangement, Don called Hugh (Thomas) and found that he had put in at Honey

I arbor and will come round to meet us. Diane very kindly offered to bring Hugh's

car and trailer tomorrow if Alan is no better, and take us ard Kingfisher back to

Parry Sound. Aren't W folk kindi

While Alan lay in the boat, shaded by the tent slung over one side from the

boor., and covered by a big sweater and two sleeping-bags (the temperature that day

was about 850). the rest of us spent the day around Lion's Head. We met

Mr,] ard Yrs. Eric Braundt, originally from Devonshire and row from near Grimsby, Ontario

who were most kind. They used to be W-folk, and still have a very warm spot in

their hearts for Wayfarers, both the wooden and the human variety. They offered us

the use of their guest-room in case Alan became seriously iLL, and Mrs. Braundt showed

me the way to their cottage. This is right on the Bruce Trail, and has a glorious

view over the bay. Today the water was air'ist like Bahamian water - clear, and

varying shades of blue-green according to depth, contrasting with the intense wfnite

and litht greys of the rocky shore. Mr,:.anr&V.rs. Braundt have some very lovely

furniture in the cottage, which is made by a local farmer during the long, cold

winters up here. He puts alternate strips of light and dark wood, of varying widths,

together, and finishes it beautifully. He had made everything to fit the spot

where it was to go - table, benches and chairs for the dining area; bunk beds, of

which one was lower than usual to accommodate the window; drawers to fit below this

bed; and one or two other pieces. Mrs. Braundt generously gave me some cans of

a special Old English Ginger Beer, more or less guaranteed (by her, not the

manufacturer) to settle feelings of nausea. Alan drank one later that evening

and felt betterI

1600 Alan's temperature 1010.

1 M Now it's 101-59. The rest of us went into town for supper, and the Braundts

joined us. Fish and chips at last, to Connie's delight. Mrs. Braundt lent

us a sleeping bag for me, so that Alan could stiLL use both of ours, and also an

eiderdown to add to his coverings in case the night got cold. Fortunately, by late

evening, he was beginning to feel a little better; this has clearly been a bout of 'fl

On returning to the boat, I made up some Jello for the convalescent diet next day,

and after a cuppa (definitely a three-bagger this timet) we aLl turned in at 2300.

JuLy 24th, Tuesdav.

0730 Up. Swin. Breakfast. Alan feeling better, and ate a simple breakfast,

starting with the Jello. The Braundts came and retrieved their gear. Don

and Pete went into the town and called Diane, letting her know that we shaLl be

going on today. Wind forecast 10-15k, and as for direction, Don summed up every

morning's start this cruise - "If you want to know where the wind is, just ask where

we're going".
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1000 Mr. and Mrs. Braundt came to see us off, and to take movies of the flotilla

6- leaving Lion's Head harbor; Pete swung around to pink up the camera when the
sequence had been taken.

1030 Departed Lion's Head harbor. Wind E, Force 1-2. Waves 4 inches.

1115 Close-hauled, starboard tack, heading 045M.
Wind ESE, Force 1-2, waves 1-2ft.

1118 Lion's Head (the point) abeam, about a mile away. Course Lion's Head to
Barrier Island, 106T, 1131.

1144 Tacked on to port. Glorious morning - this is the lifel

1151 Tacked on to starboard because of stick in water ahead - 7Jackson Shoal?

Heading 065M, 058T.

1207 Tacked on to port; hove to, to wait for Don.

1210 Conference; Don not sure whether that was Jackson Shoal.

1211 Sailing again. Close-hauled, starboard tack. Barrier sland bears 1600 and
lies between McGregor Head and Prairie Point.

The coastline and islands here are remqrkable for a series of steep blujfs
usually a mile of so in from the shore. It is probably due to a cap of hard rock
on top of soft, like the "FlowerpotsO. The bluffs are marked on the chart, s6

we decided to try some fixes, sighting over the boat's compass, and determine our

speed for once, instead of guessing.

1235 Barrier Island in line with Kingts Point. Bears 175M, 168T. But true should
be 158, =165M.

1242 Tacked on to port. Heading 160M, straight for Barrier Lsland.

Tacked because others had tacked, thus spoiling this line of fixes.

Wind lighter, Force 2.

1303 Try again!

1304 Barrier Island now in line with Jones Bluff. Bears 170M, 163T.
Bluff we are aiming for bears about 140M, 133T, (Cape Croker.)
Lion's Head bears 245M, 238T.
Fix worked out well. We are 5 3/4 miles from Lion's Head, 7* miles to Cape CrokE

1337 Wind falling very light.

1341 Some haze again.

1355 Very light again.

1410 Wind picking up - Force 2-3. Tacked on to starboard tack.

About this time, I remarked to the log that I shall feel insecure without a

jib sheet in my hand when we get home; shall have to find some other piece of line

to hold - the vacuum cleaner cord, perhaps?

1420 Tacked on to port. Wind Force 3. Waves 2ft. Heading 140M, 133T.
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1428 4iddle of island in line with Cape Paulett. Bears 195M, 188T.I? Cape Croker bears 130M, 123T.
Lion's Head bears 260M. 25 T.

Fix worked out well. Distance made good - 2'r miles in 1 hr 24 rin.

1447 Wind falling light again.

1457 Right hadd end of Barrier Island in line with TV tower on Cape Dundas.

Lion's Head bears 283M, 276T

Cape Croker (the bluff) bears 135M, 128?.

Fix.
lWind picking up - Force 2-3.

1515 Wind faIling light again.
1519 Wind picking up again.

1555 Biggish blue sailboat came out from Cape Croker - under power. 1 What is the

matter with these felsows?

i6i5 Tacked on to port. Took photo of lighthouse off Cape Croker.

1635 Don decided to go inside Hay Island.

1641 Round point from lighthouse. Wind very light and flukey, rising over trees.

We have come too close in shore; decided to go outside Hay Island.

1650 tame blue boat as we saw at 1555 passed under sail and power, heading for

King's Point Bluff. He seems to have children on board, and may be using

power so that they don't get bored.

1658 Breeze a little steadier.
At this point in the log I have noted that the four ticklers down the luff

of the jib seem to have their own personalities. The top two are plodders who go

about their business without much fuss. The bottom one is a serene personality who

doesn't throw himself around mnuch. But the second from the bottom is never

satisfied. He waves his weather arm wildly and I dutifully trim. Immediately

his lee arm gesticulates friintically - "Ease, ease, E 53ltt So I do, and at once the

weather arm starts demarding equal time again. Perhaps it is best to ignore such a

show-off, and pay attention to his more sober brothers.'

1721 N end Hay Island abeam to starboard. Good steady breeze. Beam reach, port tac

1745 Looked at milk, lest on arrival at IThite Cloud Island we find a new recipe for

butter - "Take half a carton of milk on a long beam reach . .t.. It waS just

good, so we drank it rather than save it for tea which might have curdled it.

1830 Wind now opposite. Close-hauled on starboard tack, into a bay we hope to

shelter in.

Wlhite Cloud Island, as pretty as its name, is an island about 2 mtiles by 12

I with a nice little bay, Kidd Bay, on the west side. The island lies in the mouth of

C0 Colpoys Bay which is about ten miles long and about a mile and a half wide for most

of its length. with Wiarton at its head. Wiarton has been quite a busy port in its

day, and is still an important place with wharves, a railway terminal and an airport.
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Kidd Bay faces down Colpoys Bay, and has trees coming right down to the shore.

There is a wharf marked on the chart, and a mill. We see a nice-lookirg shore, with

a picnic table, but this is marked PRIVATE; it may be connected wTith the mill, as we

see two or three buildings among the trees behind it, and a truck coming down almost

to the shore. The wharf is there all right, with a heavy population of visiting boats.

People are picnicking, garden chairs and all. A houseboat, motor boat and biggish

sailing boat are all moored and another big sailing boat is coming in under power (the

one we saw coming out from Cape Croker.) There is barbecue smoke rising from the

dock, radios blaring, people shouting and all kinds of noise. W 866 is there first

and we cruise along shore, looking for a good spot. Pete hails: "What is it like?"

Alan replies "A bit like Blackpool."

1910 Moored to shore, as far away from the dock and the crowd as possible. Supper.

The beach here was very narrow, so that we had to walk right through one another's

'kitchens', prompting Pete to remark that they might have made the sidewalks a little

wider in this townl

2200 Turned in for the night, anchored 100 yards out from the shore, with each boat

swinging on one anchor set in mud. Alan rigged an anchor light, using the

man-overboard light, as traffic was moderately heavy here. We were astonished at

the amount of company we had. Mercifully, everyone quieted down fairly early, so that

we were able to hear the whippoorwills singing.

I July 25th, WiednesdaY.

0600 Woke, but since no-one else was awake and we were out from shore, could do

nothing till Alan woke, too.

0i45 Up anchorsl Each boat chose a different way to get to shore. Don paddled 460,
Tom rowed 1129 amd I swam with 866's painter ih my teeth. In case my dentist

reads this, let me record at once that it is astontshingly easS to tow a Wayfarer

(in calm conditions.) It takes very little effort to get her moving, and after that,

you wouldn't know there was anything behind, except for the presence of the painter.

Wieather this morning was overcast and gloomy. Radio reported heavy rain in

Thronto, which was badly needed but had caused a rash of road accidents. We had

breakfast and were just about packed up when the rain started here. Plan: to cross

the mouth of Owen Sound and visit a spot near Waterton Creek, where Don and Connie

camped last year. Then on to Thornbury.

0940 Everyone just undenray in foul weather geG- and heavy rain. Good breeze, S.

1035 Wdind almost gone. Rain only a mist now. Visibility about 4 miles.

1045 Rain stopped. Brightening. Distant thunder.

1057 Very light air.

1103 N. Keppel bears 190M, 183T.
East point lthite Cloud Island bears 347M4, 340T.
Cape Commodore bears 125M4, 118T.
Fix worked out pretty well. Heading 120M, 113T.

1130 Wind almost dead. Got out oars; oarlock pin on one almost coming out.

Repaired it and resolved to get Wynn oarlocks as soon as possible. (These

wrap right around the oar and cannot come apart.)
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1138 Sailing by ash breezel Thm and Pete willing to join us ashore for a brew-up

*> of coffee. Permission requested from Commodore. Granted.

1213 Landed at Cape Commodore, after some trouble finding a spot writhout pribate
cottages. Commodore and daughter meamwhile had had wieners and beans on

board, washed dishes and came ashore reluctantly. They helped us finish the fruitcake.

1320 Off again. Light breeze NNE. No more rain yet.
Destination Waterton - no hope of Thornbury tonight. Visibility worsening.

Grigfith Island not clear.

1350 Wind picked up a little. Speed 3k.

1357 On course. Don steering 148M. Connie taught us two songs - Father Abraham
and The Bear Song.

1433 Freshening. Visibility worse - we can't see Vail Head as wenl as we could
fifteen minutes ago.

1518 Spot on navigationl Arrived at Waterton Creek. Decided to sail fatther as
it is so early.

1536 Heading 030M, 023T.

1627 Heading 025M, 018T.

1645 After a h4iry time coming across a very rocky shoal, tied up at Vail Point.
The bay was full of rocks about two inches under the surface. It was not

enough to have one boat pick a way in and the others follow; each boat had the crew

standing on the foredeck, warning the skipper of imminent grounding. We cannot go

further tonight, as there is no shelter for quite a long way after Vail Point. This

spot is less than ideal, not only for rocks uhich we can negotiate, but because it

is close to an Army artillery range. WVe spotted spme Army trucks near the shore,

further back round the bay. Also we have no protection from Ni, but would h5ave
to beqch our boats or get around the point if a blow started from there.

Supper in leisurely style for once - 866's supper cooked on an open fire. The

rocks here have parallel cleavage lines and thqe split into nice rectangular pieces;

Alan built a mastdrly fireplace. The light wind is NE, coming right across Georgian

Bay into the fireplace.

Long swim after doing dishes; and then tea, singing and talk before turning

in, prompting Pete to issue a general invitation to "Draw up the best rock in the

house and sit down". The Digestive biscuits had gone soft, and there was a fine

opportunity to crisp them on the hot stones of the fireplace. Cooking on hot stones

is really getting down to basics.

866 settled for the night by 2210. Army could be heard singing, shouting,
cheering and booing, but not firing, which is O.K. by us. Some of the Ws claim
to have heard bagpipes.

During the night (033S?) got up to adjust breast-line and anchor-line, as we

were grounding on gravel. Heard foghorn, group blasting 3, for a short time. (Must

have been a sailing vessel with wind abaft the beam.)
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0715 Up. Breakfast cooked on open fire. The wind has switched right tound in the

night, and is now SW and only coming across the little bay by Vail Point, into

the fireplace. Heard another loon, but was too busy to converse with it.

0925 Away, rowing over the rocky shoal.

0935 Put up sails, main and genoa.

I 0947 Heading 0491. 038T. Starboard tack. 1find now E, Force 2.

0948 Tacked on to port. Heading 125M, 118T. Visibility less than a mile.

U 1013 HeadingE, wimd now lINE. Close reach.

1024 The Claybanks abeam, but rather misty. This looks like a bluff similar to

what we have been seeing, but it is really a steep claybank, 370 feet high.
Pity visibility isn't better, so that we could see it well. Impressive even through

the mist. Wind falling light - againt

1207 Still near the Claybanks; almost no wind, very slight swell. Visibility
little more than a mile. The slight breath of air is E.

| 1228 Wfe have t.cked and gybed a few times. Wind almost nil, and what there is,

is all over the compass. Lethargy sets in, so that delight in wind will beI briefly tempered by resentment at the work it makes.

1239 AkuAku, Hamilton, a 30-foot yacht, hailed us. The skipper recognised Wayfarersi

Xl He offered help and we directed him to Commodore Davis.

m 1258 All under tow - Aku Aku. 1129, then 460 and lastly 866. Still just off

Claybanks. Heading 105M, 98T.

I Just as we were fixing the towline, we saw wind ripples coming across the

waterl It would have been a nice beam reach along to Cape Rich. But a thunderstormI was brewing and winds may have been flukey and squally. WJe were glad of a tow

after all that wallowing.

1330 Coming up to Cape Rich. Heading 1321!, 125T.

1336 158M, 151T. Abeam of sign on shore - tiDanger. Dept. of Defence. No trespassing

1337 Rounding Cape Rich. Beyond the wake there is now only slight swell again, 2nd
no wind.

1343 Heading 168M, 161T. Aku Aku is evidently taking us to Meaford. ETA 1500.I The skipper is towing gently, and obviously knows his business.

There is no entry in the log until an hour and a half later, but the interval

was not &ntirely without its events. The thunderstorm came, ard there were sharp

gusts, one of which we learned later, registered 40k on Aku Amu's anemometer, and laid

her well over, with the lee deck just touching the water. She had hoisted her mainsailI to give some help to her small auxiliary motor.

1510 At Meaford, tied up to public dock. Invited aboard AkuAku for rum. No wonder

her skipper seemed to knew his business! He is Vie Searles, an engineer from

England, and Vice President of Barber Turbine and Engineering Co., right on the

water-front, at Meaford; and he has started a sailing school there - Westbrook3 Sailing School. Clearly sailing is at least as important to him as engineering.
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I Vic has never had a Wayfarer, but was a friend of Michael and Penny Heath-Eves.
We spent a very agreeable hour chatting aboard Aku Aku. (She is permanently at
Meaford now, but was built in Hamilton.)

U> Later, we noticed that two important events happened on July 1st, 1867 - the
DDminion of Canada was founded5 and so was the Barber Turbine and Engineering Co, Meaford

Supper at Peter's Chinese Restaurant; evening spent walking around Meaford.

Rain and thunder in the night. The tent did not leak. Alan rigged a
lightning conductor with the light anchor chain, wrapped around a shroud and dangled
in the water. About 2230 the Spray, the Coastguard boat we had seen at Lion's Head,
came in with a great deal of noise. Her berth was occupied by a boat under repair
at a neighbouring yard.

I July 27th. Friday.

0645 Woke and dozed till 0715. Simple breakfast, because of washing-up problems.
There was no place except the dock and no water except the drinking water we

had writh us. Lovely; sunny morning; nice westerly breeze after heavy rain in night.

0840. Rain threatened; dark clouds in W. Mafor says, for the next 6 hours, Force 7, N:
Note: this proved to be an error in decoding Mafor - we had the order of

code digits for wind direction and wind force reversed. Should have read "S 11-16k"1.

I 0915 Set sail, leaving harbour under full main. Rain didn't amount to much.

0925 Out of harbour. Set working jib.

I 0940 Reefed. 3 rolls.

0950 Down main.

0955 Heading 125M, 118T. Plan - to go to Thornbury where Jim will meet us so that
Alan, who has run out of tine, can go home, and 866 will finish the cruise with

Jim as skipper. Distance to Thornbury - 7 miles.

0959 Heading 140M, 133T. Wind Force 6, WSW and.backing. ETA Thornbury 1045.
Reaching under working jib alone. Others have genoa alone. This wind is strong

Heavily laden as we are, we have rarely been able to get the Elvstron bailers to wJork,
this trip. Now we are occasionally planing with workLng jib alone, and the bailers-
are giving a real 20-doIlar suck. We bailed a lot of the lake into the boat to wash
gum and labels out of the bilge as we went along.'

1035 Approaching Thornbury harbour. The others have gone to the windward side of theI breakwater and are man-handling their boats around the end. We resolve to do
better. Put up small amount of main - to just above the spreaders - to tack into
harbour. Technique: main was roughly rolled on boom. Unrolled it, rolling it theE reverse way on the head-board and taking out all but the top batten. Then re-rolled it
neatly on boom, using shock-cords to prevent unrolling more than we needed.

1046 Eitering Thornbury Harbour. We tacked many times to get right into the harbourL There is a big breakwater on the N. side and a smaller one on the SE side; we had to
tack between them, avoiding both them and the shoals that lie outside them. WhenE we got in, the others remarked that they hadn't had the movie camera out, and would
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we go out and do it again? Grrrrl

Landed at Reef Boat Club, where we got a pleasant welcome. Brewed up coffee.

1207 No Jim yet. Going to laundromat.

1330 Back from laundromat. Jim has now arrived. Spent afternoon swimming, chatting,
going to bakery, having lunch and gazing off the end of the breakwater.

Chatted to a couple who were fishing. The had caught a Osplake" - cross between a
spotted trout and a lake trout. The Government released many thousands of these
a few years ago, to populate these waters, and they seem to have done well.

1700 Dinner at King Quong'st (Good Chinese food).

1845 Back from dinner. General inspection of the Wankel engine in our Mazda, which
Jim had driven up. Then Alan left for home.

This was the night when Hanson Air Mattress Adaptors were invented.

Hugh (Thomas) was supposed to meet us here, and he wasn't here. No-one was
really surprised, as the wind had not been suitable for crossing the open water of
Nlottawasaga Bay.

2130 866 asleep.

July 28th, Saturday.

0700 Wfoke and dozed for fifteen minutes, Breakfast.

Mafor says 17-21k, NTW and N. (But see previous note on error in decoding Mafor.)
Other weather forecast says 15-20. Decided to go. Course - 05214 - a little

less sometimes, to allow for leeway.

0945 Set main and genoa and left Thornbury. Broad reach,

1010 Set whisker pole.

1015 Jim rigged a boom-preventer. Heading 050M. Running. Wind lightish.

1030 Estimated speed - 3k.

1048 Wind freshening slightly. Speed increased - say, 4k. Broad reach.

1050 Single boat - ? W ? Bigger boat - seen on horizon, about 3-4 miles away,
heading Slf. Ite are keeping a sharp lookout for Hugh.

1194 Coflingwood light abeam. Bell buoy 4 points on starboard bow.

1133 Wind has fallen very light over the last 20 minutes or so. Speed barely 1k now.
Where are those 15k winds?

1135 Rowing. (It has proved to be just about as effective to row as to stick a
knife in the mast, and less destructive.)

1155 Light wind got up. Close-hauled on port tack. Heading 075M, 067T. Speed
back to 3k.

1205 Wind freshening.
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1213 Tacked on to starboard. Heading 355M, 347T. Speed 3k.

1227 Still on starboard tack. Heading now 015M, 007 T.

1233 Tacked on to port. Heading 095M, 087T. Wind dropping, speed 2k.

1255 Jim a) tightened main habyard (we had let off 11 in light air)
b) installed boom-vang
c) tightened jib halyard

d) tightened cunningham
e) tightened main sheet

and in spite of all this, the upper ticklers on the main will keep pointing forwari

Heading - 030M, 023T.

1303 Eased sheets and headed for what is believed to be Cedar Point.

1310 Doing 5k now.

1326 Cedar Point bears 050. Our heading is 060.

1530 Tacked to starboard tack.

1539 Tacked on to port.

1600 Tacked on to starboard. We are now between the lighthouse on the tip of
Christian Island and Dedar Point. Wind has been Force 4 and our speed 5k for

the past three hours. with the weather getting steadily more threatening. ThunderL is around, though distant as yet, and it is going to rain any second now. Tom and
Pete have taken down all sail approximately half-way from the lighthouse to Cedar Pt.,
and are rowing. 460 and 866 are sailing into the harbor.

1700 Landed at Cedar Point in the rain. Rowed the last bit. Put up tents prontot
Cooked supper on boqt under tent, which was cramped and hot, but we did ourselves

proud - cheese and cracker hors d'oeubres, chicken in white sauce, bread and butter,
canned raspberries, coffee and cookies! Everything out of cans and packages, of
course. After washing up, also under the boat tent, the rain let up.

Rain was not the orly reason we stayed under the tent. This is an Indian
reservation, and it is Saturday night. A good deal of celebration is going on, and
we heard oneman asking Pete very insistently to take him over to the main part of
the Reservation on Christian Island. Pete was heard to point out that his would-be
passenger had the wrong kind of shoes on, for this boat. (He genuinely had constructio
boots, we learned later.) The man insisted that his shoes were O.K. but Pete finally
convinced him that we were not ferries and we were staying at the dock all night
and not moving.

When the rain was over, all but Jim walked up to the store half a mile up the
hill, leaving Jim on guard duty at the boats. When we returned, Jim dived with mask
and fins, for my toothbrush which had falled to the bottom of the harbor, and
successfully retrieved it.

2130 We are nearly asleep and there is heavy rain.
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A wild night l The waves were sashing over the dock and rocking us badly. 1129
bumped 866 during the night, and Tom and Pete got up and moved her to the end of the doce

0730 Breakfast on the dock. Don's anemometer says 8-9k, but everyone agrees it
looks more like 12. Someone comes and tells us that 1129 is tied up in the

spot the ferry uses, and the ferry-boat is half-way across the bay on its way in.

We wake Tom and Pete in a hurry, and their boat is out of the ferry's docking-space
by the time the ferry gets in.

A Tanzer comes in, singlehanded by a man who looks familiar, but I cam't think
where I've seen him. After washing dishes, I went to join the others, and immediately

he said "I've seen you before somewhere." Neither of us could remember where, for sure,

Very unsatisfactory.

Agreed on mair. only.

1005 Away from dock. Close/beam reach on port tack, wind Force 3.
Heading 035. going to lee of Giant's Tomb. Speed 4k.

1055 Wforking jib up.

1114 Buoy off Giant's Tomb abeam on port sidb. Heading 075M. 067T.

1124 Gimnt's Tomb Lighthouse abeam.

1138 Changed from working jib to genoa. Winds slightly calmer - some shelter from
islands. Everyone else has had genoas on, since our working jib went up.

1148 Passed Vic Searles on Aku Aku again. Much waving;

1153 Light (F1, R.) off Sawlog Point abeam on starboard side. 24. miles in 29 mins.
Speed 5k.

1211 Quick flashing red light between Adams Point and Smooth Island abeam, starboard si

1- miles in 18 minutes - speed down to 4k.

1215 Turned up to beam reach. Skipper remarks "Lickety splittus"

1235 Into channel. This is about two miles further on than the quick-flashing red

in 24 minutes. Speed 5k again. Lickety split is righti

1313 Into Frying Pan Bay. Although the log has no entries for the last forty

minutes or so, we were extremely busy. This is where we joined the Smaal

Craft Charnel again. It is well-buoyed, and it needs to be. There are dozens of

islands and at this point, except for Beausoleil Island itself, they are mostly very

small; some are just named rocks. The names indicate the history of this area.
Some are Indian - Nmnnicognashene Island, Penetang Rock; some are French - Beausoleil

amd Breboeuf Islands; some English - Blueberry Point and Cherry Point sound distinctly

attractive. Some suggest an intriguing history - Gin Islands are all very well, but

what disaster happened on Gin Rocks? As we went through this part of the channel

it was a glorious, sunny afternoon. The water was blue, the islards green and grey

and there a lot of other people sailing. In particular, we noticed a Fireball

with a spinnaker, and the crew out on a trapeze, just flying along.

After tying up, we spent the afternoon swimming, housecleaning and cooking supper.
Once more, with ample time, we did ourselves proud - corned beef fritters, mixed veg.,
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stewed apples with evaporated milk, and coffee. There were some boats with whose
crews we had instant affinity - our immediate neighbour was from Detroit, and a little
further along was Eric Blythe, in his Wayfarer. At last, news of Hugh - he came to
Beausoleil, but his crew had other commitments, so Hugh went back. It is a relief
to know what happened; thoughts of Hugh have been nagging us every time we got one
port nearer Beausoleil, and every time we saw a lone boat on the horizon. Pity he
couldn't join us.

After supper, Don, Pete and Jim went to talk to fri c Blythe, his charming wife
and delightful boys, Jonathan and Christopher. Theyhad been based on Fryingpan Bay
for nine days. Tom went to talk to our Detroit neighbors, and Connie and I stayed
around carmp, cleaning up supper, swimming and getting the boats;ready for the night.

A problem is beginning to loom; our drinking water supply is very low. The
last time we could drink the lake was just off Vail Point, and I filled up the
drinking water jug on Thursday morning in one of the slack spells when there wasn't
much sailing to do. (In fact, I think Don took a movie sequence of me apparently
bailing the lake into the boat; actually I was filling the water jug, one cup at a
time, after it reached a level too heavy to dunk overboard and fill that way.) There
was no drinking water at Meaford docks, and the Reef Boat Club at Thornbury bring
plastic bottles of drinking water in, so I didn't feel we could ask them. Here at
Beausoleil is a Government Camp Site, where we were counting on finding drinking water
in a pump; but the pump has a sign around its neck to say that its water is for
washing and cooking only. Wge have less than a quart left, which will do for
breakfast, but what then?

2130 866 almost asleep. Tonight, we are in such a protected spot that none of us
put out a stern anchor. We are pulled up a little, on the beach, and tied

to a tree. This looked better for sleeping head-to-bows and we tried it that way.
Having heads higher than feet had looked sensible, but we found our hips completely
fastened down by the center thwart, and we couldn't move - except to wriggle out,
which we did after an hour or so, and turn head-to-stern. This was not much better.

July 30th, Monday

0330 Clatter, clatter, clatterl Rousing ourselves from sleep, we beard the dixies
and the garbage scattering around. This could mean only one thing - my old

friends Ct) raccoons. I once lost a slab of fruitcake the size of a roasting pan
to raccoons, and have been insensible to their charms ever since. This time, I had
taken care to leave nothing attractive axcept garbage available to them. Everything
was either in the boat with us, or fastened in the cooler. We heard Pete get up
and shine a flashlight on them, .and sure enough, there were five raccoons, one staring
right into the tent.. Whether it was Pete's flashlight or Pete's comments I don't know,
but they scattered and didn't come back. There was a short discussion (from under
the respective tents) about the cooler. I felt it was more or less raccoon-proof;
Tom felt that the rascals are quite clever enough to get in. Anyway, they didn't,
and in the morning all we had to do was collect our garbage from an area of
approximately half an acre.

0645 Wgke and got up. It was very pleasant to be the only person around in the
early morning sun. I swam, washed a pair of shorts, aired my sleeping bag

and cooked breakfast - all because sleeping was so unamfortable with the boat pulled
up on the shoret

1000 Off again. We are planning to go to OtDonnell Point today.

1007 Passed Ardiluan Light. This brings us into a rather more open part of the
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channel than Fryingpan Bay, but still not out on to the open Bay.

1016 Passed red mark 72. A little over half a mile.

1022 Passed red daymark. Speed 34yk (almost 9/10 mile in 15 minutes).

1036 Passed red daymark on Penetang Rock. Speed 3k.

E 1046 Passed light on Kindersley Island. 3/4 mile in 10 minutes - speed 14-k.
Getting brisker.

1053 Passed red daymark on south end of Long Point Island.

1055 Passed red buoy 76 in line with north end of Long Point Island.

1103 Passed black bouy 85 west of Birchall Island.

1115 Passed Newton Island Light. This is two miles from Kindersley Island, and is
at the beginning of a long (almost seven mnies) stretch of open water.

1117 Overcast. Rain coming. Fairly strong beam reach.

1137 Red Rock abeam. Two miles from Newton Island. Speed about 5k. Jim thinks
we have been planing a little - with all this geer on boardl

1142 Passed the red marker on Felix Rock - nearly half a mile from Red Rock in 5 mins.
Everything is shades of grey - blue-grey sky, steel-grey wrater.

1146 Hove to on port tack by black buoy; here we have to decide whether to go outside
for the rest of the way to the spot where the channel goes inside, or to take an

alternative passage inside, through Monument Channel. It is pretty wild by now,
but Tom has taken the outside passage. That will certainly be quicker, but the
weather is getting wilder and we still have full sail up. Everyone is beginning to
be a little restless; I think that if we had planned to sail for a month, everyoneI.would be perfectly content, but the planned cruise is now nearing its and and we are
restless to get back to Parry Sound. Anyway, we shall consult Don sbout going inside
Monument Channel or outside all the way.

After a brief discussion, we decided to stick together and go outside. As soon
as 866's jib was drawing again, she took off like a seagull, with the skipper (I should
remind you that Jim was now skipper, not Alan) exulting "And off we go! Get a load
of thatl Man, this is really sailingt"

From 1154 to 1215, the log records the passing of various red and black marks, and at
1215 we passed the black buoy 107, where the other end of Monument Channel comes out
to join the outside passage nearly 2,i miles from the black buDy where we hove to, and
where M4onument Channel goes inside. We certainly couldn't have gone inside in 21
minutesl Speed over this last bit was 7 knots.

1222S Spray Rock and red buoy 92 aWeam - this is nearly 7/10 mile in seven minutes.
Really tearing along.

1225 One Tree Island abeam - and it is one-tree tool

In the next ten minutes, the log notes a daymark and twro buoys, only one of
which is on the chart. This happened many times along this part of the Simall Craft
Channel, as our chart is two years old.

1242 Between red 98 ard black 109. This is the pair that is staggered on the chart;
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it is the first pair by Peacock Island, and is nearly 1-2 miles from One Tree Island,
so we are slowing down a little.

1246 As we came between 113 and 100, the pair by the ITE corner of Peacock Island,
two powerboats passed us. One slowed down very courteously and the other

didn't slow at all. Tlhat a differencel

Ever since One-Tree Island we have been coming very slightly east of north.
Now we cut a little inside the marked channel, which seems to take an unnecessarily
wide curve, and turn just a shade north of west.

1323 Bourke Point abeam. (Gooseberry Island opposite.) About 2* niles in 31 mins.

1330 Rounded 106. Course and heading now N1W.

1344 Passed The Pig and black buoy 125. (Why it it called The Pig?)

1400 Arrived in a beautiful little basin at O'Donnell Point, extremely well
protected, after ghosting through a channel with rocks just below the surface,

reminiscent of Vail Point. Tom and Pete had gone to the picnic ground nearby,
which did not entail going through the narrow channel over the rocks, but it is much
less well protected and campigg is not allowed there. We hoped they would join us
soon - they could not have failed to see us. Our spot is completely wild - not an
official camping or picnic place at all. It is just a basin, protected on all sides,
with rocks and trees.

A few minutes after we had landed, Tom and Pete did join us. There was some
discussion about going further, even though we had reached the spot we intended to.
It was so early, and the rind was favourable, but it had been quite a wild ride, and
most of us wanted to stay, camp, swim and explore. lWe did all these, and cooked on

an open fire, which Connie got going in no tine flat. There were some logs and
pieces of tree across the basin which had obviously been cut down, and Pete was curious
to know whether it was human or beaver work. Connie and I stam across and fetched
some samples, which were beaver-chewed. The men tried fishing once more, with the
same luck as before - zero. They did get their lures snagged in waternlily stems
more than once, so the Swimming Messenger Maids had to go and release them. In the
course of exploring, Tom and Jim decided that the water off the point looked drinkable

'(the water in the little basin was too earthy and-weedy and still) so they went and
filled our water-jug. First drinking water for four and a half days.

Rain began to fall just before dusk, so we turned in.

0840 Departed OtDonnell Point. Broad Reach.

The next 41 minutes in the log record a succession of marks passed, but there
is little point in writing them up in detail as the numbers are not on the charts.

1921 Passed black mark at east side of Starvation Bay, about 12- miles from O'Donnell Pt
Speed about 2k. Tom could have said "I told you so", as he had suggested

goiig further yesterday. He didn't.

0931 - 0946 Several marlcs passed, all recorded in detail in log.

0950 Passing McCurry Rocks and starting 1.3 miles of fairly opt* water.
ETA Copperhead 1015.

1015 Jewell Point. The orange daymark on Copperhead, according to the chart, is no
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longer there. There appears to have been a fire, and a big Spanish-type house there
has been wrecked. There is a roof on the ground beside the ruins of the building,
but otherwise it looks very much like fire-damage. Explosion, perhaps?

1022 Passed 163, black buoy by Fryingpan Harbor; quite a different place from
Fryingpan Bay where we spent the night be6ore last.

1030 Into Sans Souci Marina. Coffee an round - no film available here; we should
have had to go to the store round the point. Didn't feel like stopping again.

1048 Out of Sans Souct.

1113 Ifind is "paltry zephyrs", according to Jim. A biggish powerboat passed us

at moderate speed. Joy, on the tiller, remembered to take wash on quarter
both ways, but we got a fair tossing as we had little momentum of our own. lWhen
powerboats slow down we wave dheerily, but ignore the hogs with the contempt they deserv
Rigged light-weather jib sheets.

1152 Wind - more paltry zephyrs, Force 2. Passing NE of the Gauge Islands.
A little further, on the starboard side, is Chamberlain Island, and a Wind Charger

is marked on this island. When we were well past it, we should have been able to
see it, but we weren't.

1204 Passing equal interval light on Turning Island. (Not the same Turning Island
we passed the first day.)

1205 Wind picking up. Restored heavy-weather jib sheets and put on foul weather gear.
The weather is brewing something up.

1216 Passed first of three daymarks between Campbell Island and Bear Head.

1218 Rain. Our (old) chart is not too accurate here in the marks it shows.
Some thunder. Rigged light anchor-chain as lightntng conductor.

1247 Passing double red daymark by Sleeth Island. The channel here is narrow, and
would be very pretty in good weather. Today, it is grey and rather closed in

and humid.

1256 Passing red daymark by Moonlight Island, 02 miles from Sleeth Island.

1301 Passing black buoy 113 by Copegog Island, another 0-2 miles.

1304 Don says Mafor reports no thunderstorms here - only in Southern Lake Huron,-
What we are hearing must be artillery practicei

1343 Passed inside Iron Rock; Iron Rock is about two miles from the mark by Copegog
we passed 42 minutes ago and is the start of another more open stretch of water.

At this point, each boat took a different route from the others. We went inside Iron
Rockc. The Channel goes outside, and for the next 2- miles there is plenty of deep
water, so each boat went wherever the skipper thought there might be better wind.

1400 Approaching Oak Island which has a range (about 3/4 mile past Iron Rock.)
Running, thisker pole out; still raining with thudderstorms. 61 miles to go.

1530 Sailing by ash breeze Jim remarks that we are about 10 minutes' rowing away

from Pengalle Bay, and we could beat in in half an hour, so we stow the oars and

sail, just to preserve dignity.
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1600 Landed at the Pengalle Bay dock. Brewed up tea.

Now we are home again, with drinking water at the turn of a tap and no
centerboard trunk in the middle of the bed. But if we had a chance to do it again
tomorrow, we'd be off like a seagull.


